















































to continue the arms




Ellsberg spoke in Morris Dailey Auditorium as 









He spoke in favor
 of Prop. 12, the Bilateral Nuclear 
Freeze Initiative and against Reagan's strategic arms 
reduction talks (START). 
"A vote against the freeze is a vote for the arms 
race," he said. "The referendum in not binding on the 
President, and understandably will be ignored. Reagan is 
determined to continue the arms race. 
(He)
 wants to be 
able to threaten 
more credibly than he now can." 
A first -strike capability, Ellsberg said, would add to 
U.S. credibility. Reagan's proposed START negotiations, 
contrary to 




Ellsberg added, would lead to U.S. first -strike capability 
in two years. 
A freeze, said Ellsberg, "has
 to happen fast. We must 
not lose the prospect
 of ending this on the liasis of parity." 
The 
United  States and the Soviet Union are now basically
 
equal in destructive 
capability.  The Russians, he said, are 
roughly five years
 behind us. If we develop first -strike 
capability in two years, the Russians 
may not be willing to 
negotiate
 a freeze. 
Ellsberg peppered his speech with, 
"How many 
people hear knew this?" 




 race. He asked for a show of hands and 
recieved  
a meager response when he 
said
 that a single modern 
thermonuclear 
weapon
 has ten times the explosive force 
of all the conventional bombs






 supported Prop. 12, saying that a 
vote for the 
initiative  would not convice 
Reagan  to stop the arms race 
but it could convince
 congress to vote against
 ap-
propriations for new 
nuclear weapons. 
The 51 -year -old former presidential adviser was in-
dicted by a federal court
 in 1971 on 12 counts of theft and 
conspiracy when he gave copies of top secret
 documents 
to the New York Times
 for publication. 
The documents, which later 
became known as the 
Pentagon Papers,
 detailed American involvement
 in the 
Vietnam  War. 
The trial was dismissed. 
See
 related story 
page 8 





































































































































































































and  the 
university
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Council  
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 semester is 
because 
applications will not 
be accepted 
after Jan. 
14, one week prior
 to the 
beginning of 




 applications were 
accepted
 until about two 
weeks  into 
the semester 
because
 "It was the 
general
 consensus  that enrollment 
was down on the 







admissions  and records. 
Enrollment has been declining 
at SJSU since 1977 but
 increased for 
the first time 
this  fall. According to 
preliminary
 estimates, the number 
of 
students
 here is still 
about  3,000 
below 
the 28,308 enrolled in 1977. 
released 




 to the 




























deadline  last spring 
may have 
been  one of the reasons
 
why  the admissions office
 took three 
months 
longer
 to notify applicants of 
acceptance or rejection 
than did 
CSU-Hayward.  
SJSU's sluggish response 
time 
to applicants has been
 blamed for 
causing  impatient applicants 
to 
enroll elsewhere. 
Rather than discourage ap-
plications, 
the new deadline may 
increase the number
 of applications 
received at SJSU, 
Chambers  said. 
"There is a tremendous
 in-
crease 
in applications when you 
advertise a deadline,"
 he said, 
"because
 those people who are 
trying to decide 
whether or not to go 
to college are forced  




The Aug. 26 application deadline 
this fall was the first time that the 
date was earlier than two weeks into 
the semester at 
SJSU,  Redwine said. 
The number of applications 
processed
 by admissions and 
records
 jumped from 17,211 in 1981 
Dean 







By Derrick Merlin 
The 
Mexican  
American  Graduate 
Studies 
Depart-
ment is being reviewed
 for possible termination because 
of the declining 
number  of applicants and majors in the 
program during the past five years, according to Gerald 
Wheeler,  dean of the School of Social 
Science. Wheeler 
said that the review, 
which began Wednesday, will 
"study" the 
problem  of the drop in enrollment and see if 
anything can be done about it. If 
this  trend continues, 
Wheeler said, the program would 
have  to be terminated 
by August 1983 or 1984. 
Arturo Cabrera, 
acting chairman of the department,
 
answered
 questions about the 
department,  which was 
formed in 
1969 to provide Chicano 
students  at SJSU 
knowledge  about themselves and 
their  culture. Cabrera 
said that the 




 "to know about
 our 
roots  and to know 
what we're about." 
Cabrera
 discussed the problems





 and high instructor tur-
nover. 
From a peak 
enrollment
 of 


























 in the 
depart-
ment is 154, 






purpose"  to 









maintaining a stable 
faculty.












instructors  that 
have




 15 were 
tenured












 has a 
Conformed  on per 4 
Daniel 
Ellsberg,
 the man 














plans to make to the applications 
process next semester is to 
consider  
"late" 
applications  for provisional 
admission. 
Those students who have 
not 
sent all their 
required documents to 
SJSU, such
 as transcripts and 
test
 
scores, by December 
will  be con-





procedure allows the university to 
accept 
students  without complete 
applications on 
the provision that 
they provide missing 
documents  by 






provisionally) still must 
get their 
documents





 said, "but at 
least this procedure will 














passage of the Bilateral Nuclear Freeze
 Initiative. 




 reason he expects to be 
able to respond to 
applicants  sooner 
next 
semester,  Chambers said, is 
that more staff
 members are 
processing spring 
applications  than 
in the past. 
A 
total  of 40 staff members and 
evaluators
 are processing ap-
plications this 





the job alone. 
The evaluators 




freshman  and graduate 








 to clerks. 
According  to Chambers, 
evaluators





eligibility of these 
students
 is based on a simple 
"mathematical process."
 
Freshmen are admitted to SJSU 
based  on grade point average and 
test scores, and graduate 
students 
qualify  for admission if they have a 
bachelor's degree and meet certain 
GPA requirements. 
The transcripts of transfer 
students must be examined 
by 
evaluators  to determine whether 
courses taken 
at
 other colleges are 
transferable, he said. 




workload in the 
department has 
"leveled  out." 
"We no longer have a backlog in 
evaluation and we're now up-to-date 




survey  of 













applications  were still 









 to be 
eliminated  
Increase








student commuters will get
 their pocket-
books 
pinched  again. 




 fare increase goes into effect. 
The adult fare will 
increase 
from  50 cents to 60 cents and 
transfers  will be 
eliminated. 
Senior 
citizens  and the 
handicapped
 will now have 
to 
pay to ride County Transit buses. Previously,
 the 
elderly and the handicapped,
 who have recieved 
special cards 
allowing
 unlimited rides, did not
 pay to 
ride the buses. Now they will pay 10 cents. 
The bus fare increase,
 which was approved by the 
Santa Clara County Board of 
Supervisors  in Sep-
tember, was passed to help the 
County
 Transit District 
generate 12 percent of its income by fares. 





pay 60 cents for regular 
fares, $1 for 
day  passes ( for 
unlimited




 pass for 
unlimited
 rides, $12 for a 22 -ride ticket 
and 












buses  and trains within Santa Clara County. 
Seniors 


















-ride  ticket. 
Express











































for  day 






















Bloodbath  films exploit
 
women  
On the movie screen, a tanned, well -muscled young 
man runs half -naked along a deserted beach at midnight. 
As he runs,  the camera zooms in and slowly pans up and 
down his rippling body, making certain that the viewer
 
misses nothing. 





woman.  She surprises 
him  from behind, 
slashing  his 
hroat brutally 
with a bowie 
knife.  Blood gushes 
from his 
wound  as she delights in his pain. 
Ever seen 
this
 scene at your local 
theatre?
 Probably 
not, but switch 
the genders and this 
sequence
 could have 
come from one of at 





 the summer of '81. 




razor slashings -- all 
performed
 on helpless, female 
victims
 -- have become popular entertainment. 
From "Friday the 
13th,"  "Silent Scream," "The 
Bogeyman,"  "Prom Night," and "I 
Spit
 on Your Grave," 
and "Maniac" have 
come scenes of scantily -clad 
women  




to what appears to be an "anti
-woman"
 
trend in filmmaking, critics 
Roger  Ebert and Gene Siskel 
devoted
 an entire episide of their  PBS series
 "Sneak 
Previews" to the topic last year. 
According
 to Ebert and Siskel, the implied message of 
these movies is that women who 
are trying to live their 
own lives, be independent, are somehow "asking for it." 
Only
 "it" this time isn't rape -- it's murder. 
"Maniac" is perhaps a prime
 example of this genre. 
This film graphically portrays the story
 of a male killer 
















































merely  treats 
the 
symptom

























 of the 
anti 
woman 






















-women  films 
cause people 
to 
become more violent, or whether




is also not 
the real issue
 here as no 












wizard  Tom 
Savini
 has been 
quoted as 
saying
 the "last 
thing" 






in fact, ( that























 find it 
en-
tertaining,








 it's not that
 these films
 might 





what  he sees 
on the 
screen
 that is 








 step toward 
dealing  with 
that
 hostility is 
for 
"normal"people  to 
become aware
 of what 
they
 are 
supporting  with 
their  $5 movie 














































































 mind that 
the whites,  










long as it 
"looks"
 like 





who  govern 
in
 Pretoria 








proposal,  made 















will  have a 
limited





won't  have a 
voice
 in this proposed
 plan. Botha
 
explained  this 
omission, 

















useless  land 
set 
aside for






Under  this plan,
 which is 
expected
 to pass 
next
 year, a 
new three
-chamber 




 and whites 
will  replace the 





 of this 
parliament 
would 
only work with 




plan seems to 






 non -whites to 
participate in the 
political
 life of a racist 
government.  The 
protests 
made
 by some 
keepers
 of the orthodox
 
Afrikaaner 
faith  over the plan only 
underline
 Afrikaaner 
fears  of any such "power 
sharing."  "Mr. Botha has 
finally 
turned his back on 
a sovereign white 
nation in South 
Africa," 
Larry Stofberg. general 
secretary
 of the ultra-
nationalist Reformen National 
Party said of the plan. 
The Stofbergs of 
South Africa need not worry 
about  
the demise of 
apartheid
 under Botha. Far from
 
dismantling apartheid,
 the proposed plan would 
only 
entrench 
apartheid  in South Africa's 
political  scene. 
According
 to Frederik van Zyl 
Slabbert,  leader of the 





still  firmly entrenched in 
a system that has 
the 
appearance of negotiation
 but not of substance." 
This so-called "reform" of 
the apartheid system is 
nothing more than a public relations
 ploy by South Africa 
to show the world that she is trying to eliminate
 apartheid. 
Let's face it. Old line apartheid as 
shaped
 by the father of 
apartheid,
 Hendrik Verwoerd. is no longer palatable to 
most of the 
civilized  world. In order to change its image as 
a hopelessly racist society, those in power in South
 Africa 
see the need to make 
symbolic,  but hardly substantive 
moves toward dismantling apartheid, such 
as
 allowing 
blacks to sit in the same 
bus  depots as whites do, or 
opening the finest businesses allowing blacks to dine in 
Cape town's finest 
restaurant's  (something that's 
economically impossible for most blacks to do, anyway
 ). 
If the 
Botha  government is really sincere in 
eliminating apartheid, it would take some serious steps to 
do so. It could dismantle the homelands 
policy,
 it could 
allow blacks to move 
about  the country without being 
ordered to 
carry  a pass, it could even allow blacks to, 
heaven 
for'Jid. vote and participate in a true democracy. 
Only truly sincere moves such as these,
 implemented by 
Botha, will allow South 
Africa  to become a respectable 
member in the
 community of nations. 














for  such 
action  can 
be summed












































 article on dor-
mitory fire drills (Oct. 
21) has a 
definite point to it, but her facts are 
somewhat 
distorted.  
It seems she "researched" her 
article, in that she got 
information  
from the 
San Jose fire department 
officials regarding their policy 
toward dorms, but she 
did  no such 
questioning of the hall directors and 
other residence
 hall staff, whom she 
is attacking. 
The housing policy toward fire 
drills (for all dorms) is this: Every 
hall has one fire drill per semester. 
Resident advisers are instructed 
prior even to the opening of the 
dorms of the proper evacuation
 
procedures. In addition, every dorm 
has an all -hall meeting (all
-house
 
meetings in West Hall) at the 
beginning of each semester during 




This "solution" which "might 
save lives" (so says Ms. Heath) is 
not exactly that  because, as most 
dorm residents know, not everyone 
goes to the hall meetings (perhaps 
Ms. Heath falls into this category? 
Ms. Heath proposes
 "95 percent 
of dorm fire alarms are probably 
false." I don't know where 
she  gets 
her 
statistics,
 but I do know that at 
any time other than absolutely 
necessary and/or for 
offical 
reasons, the pulling 
of alarms is 
done by people 




As a resident 
adviser and a 
student 
myself, these 
false  alarms 
are just as much,
 and probably more 
so, of a bother to 
me
 as to other 
residents. 
If I am in 
"the shower.
 . . or 
studying.
 . . or 





I am doing, 
but I also have 
to knock on 
all  the 





 room to 
make sure 
everyone leaves
 the building 
safely,  
and also 
wait until the 
University 
Police




me, we do not
 enjoy false 
alarms 




 evacuating the 
building 
every time the 
alarms go 




alarm is false, 
is exactly so  the 
"worst"
 does not happen.
 Perhaps 
the people
 who do the 
pulling  will 
think  twice 
before
 doing so 
again  if 
they're
 getting a little 
peer pressure 
about how 
much of a bother
 it is, and 
how dangerous
 it really could be 
(even if the legality of the





 for Ms. Heath?
 
Blame  needs to be placed







Writer  criticizes, 
offers no solutions 
would like 
to respond to 
Michael Vaughn's article on Phyllis 
R 
S 
Schlafly.  The man 
does
 a good job of 
criticizing, but 
offers little in the 
way of constructive 
counsel to his 
readers 
His 
main point of 
attack
 seems 
to be on a question
 of morality, 
one  
involving a 





advice, that of 
avoiding  
pre -marital
 sexual relations, as the 
one sure way of not 
contracting  the 
disease.  
And what 
does  Michael offer us? 
Nothing! He merely uses a series of 
polemical
 devises in a feeble at-
tempt to place Schlafly in a bad 
light. 








 enlighten us 
with your carefully 
thought out 
epidemilogy.
 Schlafly has an 
alternative that 
would, in fact, 
curtail the




 is goes against 
your way of 
life or right to live 
the 
way you 
want  to. Fine. 
But  do you 
have a 
better
 solution? If 
so, let us in 
on it. But until then,
 I'm continuing 
to 
follow her advice.
 With this in 
mind what
 are my chances of 
contracting herpes?
 What are your 
chances? 
In the words of Dale 
Carnegie, 
"Any fool can 
criticize  and most 









Proposition  12, 













nuclear  arms 
freeze?'  
"Yes I 
would.  I don't 
think









be stopped. If there was a 
way that we could
 get rid of 
the bombs I think it 
would  
be great. I don't 
think it is 
effective,
 but I would vote 
for it because I 
agree with 




































































































































































 would The 
proliferation  of 
nuclear 
arms had become
 on ob. 
scenity  and we certainly 
have enough nuclear arms 
now to 
act as a viable 
deterrent to the USSR
 or 
any  other nation we per-
ceive  to be 
a quote 
'enemy.' 
We do not 
need 
more  to blow 
ourselves  










own  state, 
and  I say 
Gov.  Reagan 
knowing 
that  
he is the president," 
Po* 
Anion  





















































































I would like to 
give an honest 
treatment  of the 
handgun 
issue in contrast 
to
 the Daily's usual 
ap-
proach.  
First  I would like 






as practiced in your 
Wednesday editorial. 
There  ate many 
other
 studies which 
show






reduction ot an 





overlooked  in 
the 
writer's  zeal to 
find



















































 All their 
public ads 
bill
 this as 
purely  and 
anti -crime 
measure.  




 of the 
Proposition  15 
organizers 
have 
stated  this is 
only 
a first
 step toward total 
con -
The main effect








 up their 
cost as demand
 increases. This would place home 
protection out of reach of the 
poor









with guns anyway. 
Oh, by the way, 
convicted
 felons are exempt from 
the registration 
requirement  since the court has ruled 
this would be 
self-incrimination.
 I just 
thought you 
would  like 
to know. 
Finally 
these  prohibition -directed moves are 
morally 
indefensible.  Ultimately individual persons 
who are 
peaceful and have given no cause for 
restraint  
by their actions will be 
threatened  by a police officer 
with deadly 
violence  for noncompliance at, you 
guessed 








Vice ches to an 
Students for a Iberia..
 Society 
Big 







most,  big 
business  is 
pumping 












 be as 
high
 as your 
life  
and
 the lives of 
your  children. 
Gun 
manufacturers
 from out 




 in order 
to defeat 
Proposition  15. 





Special  that 
killed John 
Lennon, has 
made huge  
con-
tributions,
 as have Colt 
and  others. 
They are 
trying to 
fool  you. 




infringe  on 
your
 rights or 






































among  our 
children.  
For  gun 
manufacturers,
 this 
is just a 
cost of 
doing  
business. Don't be fooled
 into protecting the profits of 
out-of-state gun













































Mr. Hays contends that if 
Proposition  13 passes, this 
will
 prevent a recurrence of water shortages during a 
drought, such as the one in 1976 and 1977. He cites 
the 
hardships of Mann County 
residents during that drought 
as
 an example of what could happen 
if more water 
projects are built. 
The fact is  that 
Mann
 County,
 which has refused to 
develop  its one water resources, was rescued 
from an 
even worse fate by the 
construction
 of a pipeline that 
delivered imported water from 
the  Sacramento and San 
Joaquin 
basins  to Mann County. 
Santa Cruz County 
has only one small reservoir
 of any 
significance because 
the environmentally conscious 
residents 
refuse to permit construction
 of any more dams. 
Santa Cruz County 
suffered  great water 
shortages  during 
the drought,
 despite the fact that 
an average of 500,000 
acre-feet of 
water  flowed out to sea 
each
 year through that 
county. 
Wouldn't  Santa 
Cruz
 have better off




residents of the 
Bay area, be 
they  from 
Berkeley, Mann 
County,  San Francisco
 or San Jose, use a 
great amount of 
water that is taken 
from water sheds 
that  
are not in 
the  Bay area. 
Isn't it 
irresponsible  to prevent 
surplus  water in one 
area 
from
 being used in another to 
prevent over -drafting 
groundwater basins? 
The initiative
 commends the 
Santa  Clara Valley 
Water  District for doing 
that
 very same thing. 
Most people
 do not 
know how 
difficult 
















































vote  no on 






























 on campus 
are bad enough,


























employers,  will 
you  print 
career
 possibility 
ads for the 
Ku Klux Klan
 or 



























































































































































 reasonably intelligent 
thinking. 
No one wants a 
nuclear  war. 
Therefore,
 the only 
solution  is deterrence. Only 
from a position of strength
 by 
preparedness can we hope for survival. 
Dr. Roger 
Kennedy
 appears to think our 
survival  
depends upon halting -in
-place  without retaliatory 
capacity. 










Kennedy,  a member of 
Physicians
 for Social 
Responsibility, is 
not being responsible by 
refusing
 to use 
his training 
for the benefit of 




Also, Dr. Kennedy 
thinks
 the Soviets -are a lot like 
us." The  Soviet people
 are held captive by 
a committee of 
wolves 
whose  aim is world domination.
 
Dr. Kennedy should
 explain why he thinks
 the Soviets 
"are a lot
 like us." The 
committee  in power would
 be 
delighted  if we were 
to decide on a freeze
 It is to their 
advantage. 
It is decidedly provocative for the sheep
 
to bleat for 
intiatives prescribing vegetarianism,  while just over the 











I was among 
more  than 
22.000 
disappointed




night. My dismay was 
not 
entirely
 due to our loss to 
Fresno -- you win some, 
you lose some. 
What 
bothered me as well was 










they are entitled to 
reserved seating. A 
common practice is to send 
in a pledge to rope off a 
large 
section of seats. 




moments before kickoff. 
This system is 





 for the 
majority of fans. 
One particular. 
Kappa 




 3 p.m., went so far as 
to reserve seating for 
Fresno Kappa Sigma's. 
Greeks should 
be 
entitled to reserved seating 





































































 car, the 
tank  








 you get paid back with interest like 
this, 
it sort












toast  a guy 
who 
really knows
 how to 
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notes  are  an 
integral 
part





Note A, Stenifirant AccutielijuLLolletme 
The significant accounting policies followed by the Foundation are 
described
 below to enhance the usefulness of the condensed 
statement
 












 of the Foundation has been prepared 
us the accrual betas. See Note  
6-3  below  for discussion of 
depreciation. 
2. Fund AccountLig 
In order to ensure  observance
 of limitations and restrictions
 
placed on the use of the 
resources  available to the Foundation,
 
the accounts of the Foundation 
are maintained tn accordance 
with the principles of 'loud 





 purposes are classified 
for accounting
 and reporting purposes
 into funds [het are in 
accordance
 with activities or 
objectives  specified. Separate
 
accounts are 
maintained for each 
fund; however, in the 
accompanying statement,
 funds that have 
similar  character-
istics 
have been combined 
into  fund groups. 








 each group, balances
 restricted by 
outside
 sources el 
segregated  assets 
restricted  by the






 indicated and 
are  distinguished from 
unrestricted funds 
allocated  or appropriated 
to specific 
purposes by action 




funds may only be 
utilized  in accordamm 
with  
the purposes 
established  by the 
source of such 







 board retains 
control  to is. in 




 feeds are 
subject
 to the 
re.trictions  of gift
 
instruments requiring that the 
principal
 be invested 
and 
imam, be utilired for
 a  stated purpose. 
All 






other disposition of investments
 
and  othei non -cash
 assets 
ate 
accounted  for 
in the fund 
which awned 







rcceivabl,  , 








 in the 
desIenated  fend. 
Continued 
Income derived from investments of Endowment and stmilar 
funds 















g roup of accounts when purchased. Recognition as an asset is 
given
 the acquisition by
 
an increase of the Plant Fund itccuunts. 
As of 
July  1, 1981  correction of the July 1, 1900 estimated 
depreciation  was made to increase the 
fund balance by 323.400. 














of 510,603 by the straight-line method





reported  at market. 
Earetngs and 
realfeed gains or 
Itmses  are recorded As ...trod
 and allocated 
to 
principal  of the specific funds. 
Unrealized  gains or losses 
are recorded 
each year. 
IllUnCvett:iblek are  provided
 for 





receivablee is ner sssss y beyond 
by an appropriation of fund 
No 
provision













 death of 


























 from 107 of 








amount  of the note hat been shown aa   
as there 









 at prime, 
due  September











 July 1, 

















accounts as an agency 
fund 
held  In 
custody for other.. AS of 






been  classified 










 wits to  account for the costs of employees' vaciatiran 
pay benefits as they were paid 
rather than when earned. This 
policy has not had a 







 Accounting Standard. 
B oard reeently issued Statement 
No. 43 which is ffectine  for 
years beginning after December 15, 1980,
 and requires that 
tiuch criers 
be
 accrued as eained. The organization  
hes restated 
the fund balance as of July 







 for the year ended 
June 30, 1982 has been expensed 
through  the designated fund. 
FREEZE  






















Burns  said that 















think  Gov. 
Brown 
would  be 
crazy  to 






Burns  said. 
"I 
expect  that 
within a 
week 





will  be 
made 
that the 
state is in 
fiscal 
trouble  and 
I that ) 





 "I think 
that

















freeze  before 































































 the freeze 
prohibited the
 pur-















































































 do indeed come. 
Once  the 
CSU  
system




















































































25,332,  an 
increase  of 





























odds  are 
"50-50"  the 
university  
will
































to turn it 
back as 


































 even if we 
had
 to 
use  it to 
make  the 
payback,"  he 
said. "We 
ought to be 
able  to use 
the  money 
that
 we get 
from  San 













said  the 
chancellor's  office
 is fair 
enough  to adjust
 any payback 
SJSU  will have 
to make and
 take into 
account  the 
money  the 
university  is 




"It's all speculative," he said. "I don't 
mean to be too pessimistic, but I just
 think 
someone ought to worry about the worst side 








 faculty" who do a good
 job "most of 
the 
time," he said, 




 new blood 
(faculty)," in the 
department. 
Cabrera  said that in the 
















have  the 
academic  
background needed













all  of them 
were 
released.  
Since  then, 
Cabrera  said 
qualified 
professors  are being hired 
to teach in the 
department but 
that  many of the 
brighter  
professors 




 or (the University 
of I 
Chicago" instead 
of SJSU because those 
are "more prestigious."
 
As to why some faculty in the Mexican 
American Studies 
Department  haven't 
communicated with students, Cabrera 
said that most 
were busy preparing for 
classes and some were showing "burnout 
syndrome."  
When asked how students should help 
support the department when some of its 
faculty ignored 
their needs, Cabrera said 
that those were "problems of the past that 
shouldn've 
happened  but won't continue to 
happen." 
The issue. Cabrera said, was whether 
Chicano students will have a support 
system on campus. 
_ 
PI/lexica 11 -211ITIell('1111 
Graduate
 Studies Progra III 
Degrees 
granted 
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 way, here's 






 will hold a 
Halloween 



















 on sale at the 
Ski Club table 
in front of 
the 
Student  Union. 
Costumes only, 
please. 
Trick -or -treat 
for 
UNICEF by 
picking up a 
donation  can at the 
UNICEF 





until  Halloween. 
The 
store.is open 
from 10 a.m. 
to
 9 p.m. today and 
from 10 






Haunted  House will 
be open 
today and 
tomorrow  from 6 
to 9 



















 $1 for the 
super -
scary














attraction  this 
year is 
the  kiddie 
train, 














































 A $1 
discount

























































































groups who do 
spinoffs of 
the 
Beatles  and Rod 
Stewart, 
respectively,  will 
play. 
A trick -or -treat door, 
for children under
 12, and a 
haunted
 forest are 
two  
other features sure to make 
these fun -filled nights. 
Special 
two -for -the -price
-
of -one tickets on those 
three  nights sell for $13.95. 
Call 988-1776. 
The campus residence 
halls, 
aside from many 
private parties, will have 
organized activities to 
celebrate Halloween. 
From 9 to 1 tonight, 
there will be a 
dance,  open 
to all students, in the dining 
commons
 on Seventh and 
San Salvador streets. The 
rock group 
Back Alive will 
perform. The group has 
from 8 to 11 p.m. torn 
morrow and from 2 to 5 
p.m.  
Sunday.  
The dining commons 
will feature a pumpkin -
carving contest
 Sunday. 
Dorm students can pick up 
a pumpkin from the dining 
commons. Also today, 
prizes will be given
 to the 
best
 costumes in the dining 




 resident advisers. 
The S.U. Games Area 
and Leisure Services are 
having 
a Halloween 
masquerade and bowling 
ball celebration Sunday 





wearing a costume, and
 $6 
if not. 
The  tickets will be 
sold at the door or can be 
purchased at the games 
area. 
Admission 


































































































message to a loved one, an 
enemy, a goblin or 
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witches on broomsticks 
abound. 
But how did we 
get 
all  of these 
quaint  
customs  in the first place? 
Searching 
out  the 
beginnings
 of Halloween 
6 harder 
than it sounds. It 
isn't as if everyone
 
got 
together  one day 
and said, "Hey,
 we've got 
all these 
extra costumes
 and scary 
decorations
 lying 
around -- let's 
have 
Halloween."  The 
story  is more 
complicated  
than that. 
And guess what? It comes
 in three 
episodes. 




Go back a couple of thousand years and 
you'll
 find the Celtics running around what 
is
 
now Britain and France. Well, one thing those 
Celts definitely did
 wrong was to celebrate 
New Year's 
Day on Nov. 
I.
 which meant Oct. 
31 was New
 Year's Eve. Sounds kind of crazy, 
huh? But how could they know? 
Anyway,
 the Celts didn't gel drunk on New 
Year's Eve the way we do (eggnog hadn't 
been invented). Their night was too serious for 
that. The druids,
 who were the Celt's 
clergymen. told them to hold an end -of -the -
year festival for Samhain, the lord of death. 
Huge fires were built, 
horses and sometimes 
humans were sacrificed and everyone was on 
the lookout for witches, evil spirits and other 
scary 
types.  Doesn't sound like much fun for a 
holiday, but it was the hest they could do. 
Second  Episode 
Enter the Romans.
 stage right. They 
came from Italy 
and took over the 
Celt's 
territory.  The Romans 
had their own 
autumn
 
holiday, a harvest feast
 in honor of Pomona,
 
goddess of fruit 
trees.
 Somehow, the 
Celts  and 
Romans  got mixed up.
 and pretty soon the 
day 
became
 a combination 
of
 spooks and fruits. 
(That's where
 bobbing for apples
 comes from. 
Pomona
 wasn't in charge




now  instead of 
B.C.
 and the 
Christians
 were spreading




 still clinging 
to the 
Celtic  celebration 
of
 Samhain,  they 
had  to do 
something  quick. Problem:
 If they tried
 to 
stamp














awful lot of new members. 
Answer:






 but turn_ thr 


























one  day 
for































All  Hallow 






have  it. Pretty 
neat, right? 
Well hold on. because 
that's not all. 
One of the big 
Halloween  customs in 
pa 
centuries
 was the 




 of oak 
branches,
 which 
were  met, 
plentiful than 
charcoal  briquets,
 and co 
sidered  holy in the 
bargain.  
Bonfires had a lot 
of
 uses: They ke 
people warm, they 
scared
 off wild animal 
and
 nasty spirits and, best of all,
 they wer. 
good for 




 guessed it: bone -fir 
Now, what about trick -or -treating? Th 
story goes that the spirits of the dead used 
come 
back and demand food at the Samha 
festival. If they didn't get it, they would ca 
an evil spell on everyone in sight. This was 
early trick -or -treat. 
By





 roaming t 
country side at Halloween 
doing  all kinds 
things and blaming it on 
ghosts,  the c 
venient scapegoats, 
because  they were 
around to protect themselves. 
Sometimes t 
tricksters  wore masks or clothes of the o 
posite sex. Everyone had a good time,  a 
they can thank those 
ancient  spirits for it.. 
when the little neighborhood kids 
come toy 
house, just 
think  of them as little souls of t 
dead with 




wasn't  much trick -or -treating 
early 




 that matter. Halloween w 
mainly
 a Catholic holiday 
at
 that time a 
there were
 only small groups of 
Catholics  he 
and there.
 It took the Irish 
potato  famine 
oft
 





gave up and 
crossed  the Atlantic, th 
children went 
right on trick -or -treating.
 The 
was no one 
to stop them and the
 idea sl 
caught on. 
It 




America.  They had an old 
leg.' 
about one
 specific Jack 
who  was reins 
admission to 
heaven and hell and ended t 
roaming the 
earth with a lantern. His  
lanter 
a "jack-o'-lantern". was fashioned 
from 
hollowed
-out turnip with a live coal inside I 
coal was
 said to have been supplied 1) t 
devil 
himself. 
In reality,  people in Britain' made t 
lanterns out of beets. potatoes, gourds a 
rutabagas. But in this country, pumpkins 
we
 
all the rage: Today, either the devil is 
out 
coal, or he's taken PG and E's advice and 
conserving energy, so a candle or elect 




















too  much, 
and































































he withered old woman 
cackles as she sprinkles a 







the corners of her 
dark, dingy hovel. A 
broomstick is placed 
carefully
 by the door -- a 
symbol of her trade. She 
is a witch. Or is she? 

























 in it really like? 
Nlost
 






fame ) and the 





that witches ride 
broomsticks.  nook








 Sybil Leek SO aptly
 stated in her 
a 
utobnigraphy,
 "Diary ol a 
W itch." "Popular 
my 
thology
 would have it that
 % e %itches are a 
I icentious 
lot, fore) er 
running
 around half 
naked under 




























 front the real









 all of her 
creatures."
 said Z. 
Budapest.  a 
Bay Area 
vs itch. 
"We're  not 
talking
 about 
Father  Time 










St titer. a 
pretty  



















had a coven in 
1.os  .Angeles for 
over 
ten years and one 







she  does 
not
 have a 
cos en because









 a shared 
religion
 among










 people who lirst 



































rather it was 
called




 is a religifin in st 
tic
 It those tt ho 
practice
 it are 
responsible  
for 
their  own ac-
tions.





who makes all Of 
the decisions for them. 
"We feel that we are 
responsible and that 
we are the expressions 4o1 the 
ofildesses  
and 
Gods."Budapest said. "It's up to us
 Vt 
e don't 
believe  in an externalimfdeity 
; we in-
ternalize the deity. 
"Do you want to know what spells really 
are?." 
asked  Budapest. "Spells are 
pray  
Ont. 
plain and simple. 
Witchcraft is a religion 
dominated by 
women. Budapest said that it is the 
I'' 
inence of women in the craft that creates 
some of the animosity between Christians and 
witches.
 
The suppression of women is a cor-
nerstone of Christian (clients," she said. " %nil 
in my religion women are supreme. Niother 
Nature is a woman." 
"It is she  who makes the corn and feeds 
your belly and rains the rain and shines the 
moon." Budapest added. 
There are many myths about the craft 
that need to be dispelled. 
Budapest said that the concept of the devil 
is "a steal." She said that Christians borrow
 ed 
the idea of the male principle of the universe: 
the horned god, the 
hooves  and the hair and 
the erect penis. 
"This
 male
 principle of the 
mthersr w 
as 
peaceful." Budapest said. "Ile didn't rape 
anybody, he played the 
pan pipes ;4 
uid 
w as 
present at fertility." 




born .about 1541 years ago as a 
backlash to the witch 
buntings.  
"Real witches do not 
consort w ith 
the 
devil." she said. 
Even though tt itch hunts are a thing id the 
past, it is still dangerous to admit to being a 
practicing  witch. 
Budapest said that she
 is phy siva Ily afraid 
of being killed. She 
is sent Christian 
publications from around the w orld and
 
of ten 
there are cartoons and stories w hich 
continue  
to portray witches as evil beings. 
"They 
still  propagate this hatred a to nisi 
witchcraft." Budapest said. "They take  all the
 
had mythology and all of the lies that 
this
 can 




and set it in cartoons for the children."
 
%That frightens Budapest the most are the 
fundamentalists 
who  belie) e w hen the Bible 
states: "Thou shalt not suffer a m itch to lit r." 
An other words," 
Buda pc, s a id 
"anybody who believes in the Old lestament 
has God's order
 to kill me." 
There
 are still 
many  myths 





 111`s et 
he 
corrected.  For 
exam -ph'. 55 
hat-





 that no 
proper w 
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Religion




























for the Wicked Witch
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 fund by 
allocating






































there  was 













intended  to 
last the 
entire  school













 to eight 




















tomorrow;  the 
A.S. year-
book 


































 fund was 
the  
result of tight 
allocations 
made
 last year, 




by A.S. revert 
their 
excess 
money to the 
general







said,  most of 
the 
groups  used all of 
their  funds, leaving 
less for this 
year's general fund.
 
At the end 
of









was  eaten 










emergency fund. $3,000 is 
earmarked for 
an A.S. 
equipment  replacement fund, and 
82.500




hoping  to 
get money into the fund fel next ...nrster. 
Sawatzky said 
Monday  that she ex-
pects about $6,000 to revert to A.S. from an 
allocation made last year for an A.S. 
magazine. 
The magazine, which was intended to 
be a softbound version of the yearbook, 
was  never published. 
Rick Spargo, A.S. vice president and 
chairman of 
the A.S. board of 
directors,  
said Monday that the reverting funds 
will 
go toward requests made next semester. 
Groups 
with events planned in the 




Next semester's enrollment could also 
increase the
 general fund. 
The A.S. budget is based on  24,000 





receive an additional $10 
for each person above the 24,000 figure for 
the year. 
SJSU 's current enrollment is 25,187. 
A.S. could also receive additional 
funds if both semesters' enrollments 
average
 more than 24,000 for the year. 
However,
 Jack Foote, director of 
institutional studies for the California 
State University chancellor's office in 
Long Beach. decides how additional funds 
are to be allocated. 
The absence of a general fund now 
means the six -member A.S. special 
allocations committee will adjourn until 
money Is added, 
according to Sawatzlc!, 










acts as a 
subcommittee  




It reviews requests made 
for general 
fund money and then makes recom-
mendations  to 
the board 
But
 directors have said that allocating 
money is 
only a 
small  part of A.S.
 duties. 
Directors sit on the S.U. board of 
directors. Academic Senate, personnel 
selection committee, Spartan Shops board 
of directors, budget committee, election 
board 
and the Instructionally Related 
Activities fee 
advisory committee, among 
others. 
Directors said they are also involved 
in campus and 
community  issues
 such as 
parking and Homecoming.  
Wednesday, directors voted 7-3-2 to 
give ACM 8100 to 
mail
 letters and fliers to 
its 40 members and other computer 
science students
 
ACM officials said the money is not 
intended for any 
specific purpose. 
They had reduced their original 
request from $500 
because  of the small 
general fund. 












The money will cover the 
group's 
mailing costs and 
will go toward ad-
ministering 




The LSAT is a law
 school admission 
test and the Pre -LSAT is intended to give 
students an idea of the LSAT before 
,aking  
it.  
When famous bowler Don 
Carter


















 Beer from Miller 

















































All  he 
needed
 to 




































Students  board of directors 
Wednesday  passed a 
resolution calling for a halt 
in nuclear weapons testing, 
production and
 deployment 
in the United 
States




 resolution asks 
























Last week the board 
instructed Students for 
Peace to poll at least 10 
percent of the student 
body. about 2.600 . to see 





represent students and 
want to know 
how they feel 





Students for Peace 





































































































Jell to tight Bubba Smith Dick






























































1,442 signatures, 1,158 
fewer than the number for 
which the 
board  asked. 
Dougherty said 1,304 
favored the initiative and 






















Dougherty said 1,304 
signatures
 favoring the 
resolution is 
more  than 50 




"If not more 
than 2.000 
people voted for this board. 
how can we expect them 
to 
get more than that?" asked 





























this. This is 
really important. We need 
to be concerned with this 
issue 
now." 
Todd Mattson, director 
of communications,
 said he 
and  Barry Probst, director 




signatures  on their 
own. 
Mattson




resolution  while 
the  rest 
favored it. 
Directors voted 9-0-3 to 
adopt the resolution, with 
directors Greg Ruppert, 
Tom Laus and Robert 
Musil  abstaining. 
Speech consultant 





 today to present 





voice  is 
characterized
 by a nervous
 giggle. It 
is











 according to 
















voice, not just words, 





 will show women
 
that the 
way they talk, 
"including  how loud, how 
fast and 
their mannerisms,
 gives people 
certain  ideas about 
ourselves." 
The seminar, 
which  meets from 9:30 a.m. 
to
 4 p.m. in 
Business
 Classroom 015, is for 
women  who are concerned 
with cultivating a 
more
 confident and effective 
speaking 
voice. 
"As women assume positions of 
leadership,"  Fleming 
said, "it is important
 that they become 
aware  of the 
unique features of 
female  speech -- and that they learn 
techniques to help them speak 
more  effectively." 
Among  other topics, 
Fleming
 will discuss how 
feminine speech
 affects an audience, how
 women 
speakers may 
be sending messages they don't intend and 
how women's voices can irritate others. 
For example, she said, when the "subordinate, 
frightened" person giggles, she may not be taken 
seriously. Others may become irritated
 because they do 
not know the joke. 
But the "subordinate, frightened" 
person's  character 
"is the most dangerous one,' Fleming said. "Unless you 
correct it, you will never succeed." 
The seminar will include lecture -discussion and 
practical exercises. 
Fleming added that women have "learned to speak 
the way they 
do."  Women learn these role models when 
learning to portray sexuality in adolescence. 
Men also learn role models at that time. "We practice 
off one another," Fleming said. "The more he's John 
Wayne, the more she 
becomes Betty Boop 
"Unless you look directly at your speech charac-
teristics and realize you have them, you can't get rid of 
them,"Fleming added. 
The seminar, offered through
 the Continuing 
Education Department. costs $55 and no credit is given. 
For more information 
call
 277-2182. 




























































































































































































































core gambler would have 
to admit that the stakes 
aren't very high for 
tomorrow's football game 
between the SJSU Spartans 
and the University of 
Nevada -Las Vegas 
Rebels. 
The Spartans, 1-2 in 




contention  and a 








































are  in 
any  
condition

























the resignation this 
week of 
SJSU 
offensive  line 
coach 
Dick Sullivan,
 the memory 
of last 





















 than the fact
 
that 






Both Sullivan and head 
coach Jack 
Elway would 
only say that 
the 











 on the Thursday 
and Friday prior to last 
week's 
defeat,  but added 
that 
Sullivan  asked him to 
keep those talks con-
fidential. 
The Spartans' other 
offensive line coach, 
Rick  
Resnick,
 now inherits 
full 












not  improved 
enough to warrant a start, 
but he will make the trip to 
Las Vegas and will be 















In his three 











when a team is 
made up of less
 than 10 
members, 
it isn't very 
hard
 to know 





country  team is 
so small that 
it doesn't 
need a bus 
to
 go on road 
trips.  One van 




to be big 
anywhere  
anymore,"  said 
Clark, who 
supervises  a 
nine -member 
Spartan 
squad.  "It's a 
minor sport 
and we have




former  coach 
at






being  in 
charge







is a team 
element.
 We set 
team and 
individual 
goals.  As a 
coach,  I 
can 
get  sick after 
a loss just 
like  a football
 coach. 
"We've 
got a long 
way  to go, 
but










 won any 
meets this 
year in four 
tries. SJSU's 
best finish 









 in the 
program,"  
senior  Jeff 
Shaver  said. 
"We
 just do with 





 has been 
plagued by 
an  ankle 
injury 
suffered 
last  year. 
Junior  Bret 
Baffert, who 
finished 12th 
in last year's 
PCAA meet,








you  go to a big 
university,  you 
expect
 it (to be 
small)," said Baffert, 
one of six runners
 last year. "It's
 
hard 




Freshman  Rich 
Masino  was 
shocked
 by the size of the
 





where  he was one 
of 100 runners. 
"I thought 
there'd
 be a lot 
more  people 
here,"  Masino 
said. "It 
sure is a lot 
different.  I'm 




















 I can make 
the team," 
said 




Los  Angeles. "1 
...pected
 it to be a lot 
harder to 




 added, "It's 
neat to have 
a small team. 
You 
get to know 
everyone  better. 
As these people 
get older, 
we'll be a 
better team, but
 it'll still be just 
as small." 
NOTES: The rest
 of the squad 




 Lee and Victor 
Castillo.  
The Spartans
 will host 
the five -team 
SJSU In-
vitational 
tomorrow  at 
Hillyer  Park. 




 13 in 
Fresno.  
Here
 are the 




 in the 
10,000 -
kilometer 
race:  Baffert 
31 minutes,
 50 seconds;




















 Center for the 












































































 Tackles Henry 
Ramelli
 and Trevor 
Bowles 
also have





































Also injured for SJSU 
are defensive ends 
LeCarter Washington and 
Tim Makela. Makela will 
make the trip and 
could possibly play, but  
Washington will definitely 
not see action. 
The Spartans and 
Rebels 
have only faced 
each other once prior to 
tomorrow's game. Most 
SJSU fans, and all of its 





 worst day 
as a 
Spartan,  completing 
only 15 of 40 








led directly to Rebel
 
scores. 
After that contest. 






and said at the 




 had just 
begun to be able to live with 
the incident. 
Elway said that he is 




streak, both of which came 
in the club's 
first home 
matches of 1982. 
"Against 
Fresno 
State," Elway said, "we 
hurt ourselves too much 
with all the penalties. You 




However, Elway also 
said that
 the pair of defeats 
has not caused him to make 
drastic changes either. 
"We did 
a lot of 
positive
 things last 
Saturday," Elway said. "I 
was 
especially  impressed 
with the play of our of-
fensive 
line. That's 
probably the best they've 
looked 
all  season, even  








































































































 who led 



















When receivers Jeff 
Spek
































ex-USC and current New 




 over the duties 
of 
leading the offense and has 
done
 an excellent job. 
Continued 



















 work in: 
Computer Science 
Economics  
Engineering (aero, civil, electric, electronic, mechanical, 
nuclear) 
Foreign Area Studies 




Photographic  Interpretation 
All initial assignments are in the 
Washington,
 D.C. area. 
Some 
require foreign travel. U.S. Citizenship required.
 Minimum 
processing time is six
 161 months. OBTAIN YOUR APPLICATION 




RESUMES/APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED 
AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE TO 
P.O. BOX 36103, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102. 
QUALIFIED 





















player Peder Bruce chases
 after
 the 
ball in a game earlier 
this 
year.  The 
Spartans  lost a 
tough  10










































nice  ring 
to it. 





















when  it 
















 No. II 
in the 
country,  




 will be 
competing
 against











































































































































































































































and  Amy 
Kekeisen.




According  to 
Lewis, it 










and Vi San 
Juan to 







have to play 
well to do 
well in this 
tournament."
 








 so we'll 
have
 to make 
sure 






over  No. I 
Iowa
 on Sunday 
could move 
the  Lady 
Spartans  up in 
the national 
rankings, 
Lewis  said. But 
lobe 
successful,
 in her 
opinion, they
 will have 
to keep a 
wat-
chful  eye on 




 To date, 
Thomas 
has 24 goals











 of 1.47 
goals  per 
game,
 must also 
contend
 with 
junior  forward 
Ellen Egan.
 Egan has 













































 good on 


























































 to 8-6-1 
overall. 









the lone goal of the game 28 
minutes into 






Ryan Moore from 23 yards 
out 






























regrouped  at the
 half and 





 had all of our 
real 
scoring



















the nine shots 
taken  
on goal by 
the Spartans. 
Wildcat  goalie 
Jerry  Valles 
saved six Moore,





 total 10 74 as a result 
of his five goalie saves. 
"If we hope to get 
untracked,





Menendez  said 










a 3-0 loss to St. 
Louis),  but 
our goal production




















-Pacific  in 
the 
opening  

















volleyball  sensation Kim Oden has given 
Stanford quarterback John Elway more
 than his share of 
competiton for publicity down on The Farm. 
Saturday night, the 6 -foot -2 Oden will lead the fourth -
ranked 
Cardinal against No. 12 SJSU in a non -conference 
volleyball match at Stanford's Maples 
Pavilion.  
The Lady Spartans, 16-5, have won 12 of their 
last 13 
matches. Stanford, which plays 
Fullerton  State tonight,  is 
also 16-5, including 11 wins in its last 13 matches. 
Oden, one of the top high 
school players in the nation 
last year, tops the Cardinal in almost
 every statistic. The 
middle blocker
 from Irvine is averaging 17 kills and eight 
blocks per game. Her hitting 
percentage  is .362. 
"Nobody can win 
with just one player,"
 Stanford 
coach Fred Storm
 said. "But 
she's  obviously a 
super  
addition." 
Oden has received plenty




 ( 73 
kills)
 and Deanna
 Boyette. a 
three-year starter and honorable All-American last year. 
Boyette suffered an elbow injury in the Cardinal's loss 
to No. 7 Arizona State last Saturday
 and is doubtful for the 
SJSU match, according to Steve Raczynski. Stanford 
women's sports information 
director.
 
The Lady Spartans lost to Stanford
 3-1 last month in a 
match SJSU coach Dick Montgomery remembers 
very  
well.  
"We outplayed them the first time in every 
aspect.
 
but the score," Montgomery said. "I think we've got more 
confidence and more poise now." 
"San Jose State is not the same team," Stanford 
assistant coach Don Shaw added. "They're playing with 
more confidence, so 
they're
 a much better team." 
SJSU is expected to start Jan Harman, Kim Kayser, 
Lisa Ice, Joyce Sprout, Jodi Breding and Gayle 
Olsen.
 
Stanford's lineup consists of Oden, Compton, Boyette, 
Kisi Haine, Kari Rush and Deidra 
Dvorak.
 If Boyette 




Hazel Lane, Richard 
Maxwell and The Denny
 Ber-
thiaume Quartet
 will present "An 
Evening
 of Poetry and 
Jazz" at 
8 p.m. Monday in the 
Student Union. 
Admission  is 
$3. 
For  more 
information,
 call 277-2817. 
   
KSJS





 every Saturday and 
Sunday.  Call 277-KSJS 
for requests. 
   
KSJS 





 at noon today 




at 277-2766 for more 
information.  
   
The International Club 
will have a meeting at 12:30 
today in the S.U. 
Almaden
 Room. The meeting is open to 
all interested students. For 
more
 information call Matt at 
257-7444. 
   
The Ad Club 
will  have a Halloween Party at 8 tonight 
at 480 East Reed St. Prizes will be 
awarded  for the best 




































Hoover Hall will have a Halloween 
Haunted  House 
from 2 to 5 p.m. and from 8 toil p.m. Saturday and from 2 
to 5 p.m. Sunday. Call Phil Naftaly at 277-8951 for more 
information.
 
   
The Student Union Games Area and A.S. Leisure 
Services will present a Halloween Masquerade from 6 to 
midnight Sunday. Free bowling, pool. refreshments. 
There will also be  a dancing and costume contest. Ad-
vance tickets $5; at the door, $5 for those in costume, $6 for 
no costume. Must be 18 years or older or have SJSU 
student I.D. Tickets will be sold at S.U. Games Area and 
Student Programs and Services Office. 
   
The U.S.-China Peoples Friendship Association, South 
Bay Chapter. will have 
a Friendship Retreat Saturday 
and Sunday at the Yosemite Institute. Golden Gate 
National Recreation Area. 
The  retreat offers an op-
portunity  to meet USCPFA members from other chapters 
and some Chinese scholars. Call 
Dianne Schloeder at 295-






























































San Carlos Si 
255-5511
 
PUBLIC  NOTICE...STEREO 
LIQUIDATION  
No.





 listed below will be 
basis  while quantities 
lase 
Sunday, October 31, 1982 
CA 
9:00 am to 2:00 pm 
California Stereo 
Liquidators,  Federal 
pose
 of, for a manufacturer's 
surplus of NEW stereo
 equipment. 
sold on a first
-come first -served 
EDGEWATER  LODGE 






5 AM/FM Cassette 
ONLY
 Car Stereos. In -Dash
 $159 $29. 
Disposal
 
Value Prir e 
22 PR. 
Coaxial  Car Speakers 
ONLY
 Giant Mags 
$ 
as $29i 
5 AM/FM 8 -Track 
ONLY








































Dual Cone $ 49 $19, 


























Cassettes  for 
ONLY Car with 
Auto 
Reverse  $225 
$89-


























 or all of the
 
above  quantities







ONE DAY ONLY 




























































































 offense and ranking 
third in 
the NCAA in 
passing, Cunningham has 
more 
than fulfilled Hyde's 
expectations.  












Giving up almost 30 
1
 
points per game, the UNLV 
!defense
 has 
not  been the 
1
 area of strength defensive 
i 
coordinator Bob Owens had 
' bheopedi for before the year 
 "We're extremely 
' young," Owens said, "and 
tt ill 
improve






, ast year's squad, I 
guess 
it's 


















































The 6 -foot -1, 205 -pounder
 
started as a freshman last 
season for UNLV and 
responded  by earning 




special teams and defense. 
Mike Walker, a 6-foot -
2, 220 -pound linebacker is 
also a strength
 on defense 
for the Rebels. He leads the 
squad in tackles thus far 
this season. 
Reverting back to the 
offense, UNLV features the 
nation's fifth -rated 
receiver  in senior Darral 










































center Pete Vargas ( 6 -foot
-
11, 260 -pound
 senior) are a 
formidible group. 
The 
Spartans  hope to 
ccr.tinue the
 success they 
have experienced 
recently 
with the rushing attack. 
Tailback Bobby Johnse:i 
ran for 103
 yards or. 26 
carries last week, the 
first 
time this 
season a Spartan 
has 
run more than 100 
yards
 in a single game. 
Keys to watch for in-
clude the play of SJSU's 
defensive 
secondary 
against Cunningham and 
Hambrick, how
 effective 
the Sprtans' running game 
is, if SJSU can avoid the 
costly penalties 
that 
plagued them last week  
and if Elway can suf-
ficiently motivate the 
Spartan 
after  being vir-





announced  they 
have 
flr
   
J 











 Saich Way 
Cupertino,
 CA 
INUIT 70 CFMCO OFf SIEVERS 
CR1151  
made a verbal agreement 
to 
host Southwest 
Louisiana for the 1983 and 
84 seasons. The Spartans 
will play host on Nov. 26, 
1983 and again on Nov. 24, 
19:14. 
Southwest Louisiana is 
a Division IA school 
and 
























L'munhum Room, Student L'nion, 
San Jose State Universoty 
Admission $3.00, Students SI 0(' 
Co-sponsored in Associated Students Prostram Rtrar,1 
and rho English Department. San Jose Stare Unmet,. 
Funded in 
part




























































































































































1HE BREWERS dirk, t 
win the sena. 
hot they crone close %holm,. BBO 
BYOF
 Free Beer 
Pond  of Mil Res 
rogue. More 














 Come rn costume 
Ent more info r all Jen at 926 
9129 
SNOW FOOLIN 
Greet moos on 
guality
 ski 







TIME 1111VIlle of 
$1200 
4.1 mote monthly  
managing your 




BOOKSHOP  has 
Moved. Out
 store the only source 
of left hook, on 




950  S Fest St 
We 
are  a e . g . l  well 
stocked store 











Antes  1 
philosophy 
econormrs We can, 
nen% hrstory wolarge 
sectinns
 on 















 %ne penodectIs 
Iron, al itund the 
*told 
Posters/,.cords  Best wan
 from 
the 
campus  s ttttt h on 
Second
 Sr to 
Keyes  nght 






 across froth 
Don Welnerschnni el 294 2930
 
WORSHIP






 10 45 





Nest,.  es 5 30 p m 
Please caN 
campus 










Fr Soh Hayes 
Sr
 Joan 
Panetta  Rev Norb 
Feedlot.'  
CREATE YOUR WEIGHT,
 R you te 
compulsive 
eater  let's lab 
Now 
you 












uppollS  you as 
%Obey& the tangle 
co, 
fat foodefeelines fruslration 
moot,0 ono, knotty food 
problem  
No Me., No polls, No 
tricks,
 Just a 
 triluiliye, right grained 
WOO  
to lose weight Droops or private 
sessions Call Joan Holly 293 
5805 Omar carnpusl 




Cell 251 3030 51.1.0.51 Co... 
mufti. y 
of






ondlt   
2 






























































GOOD letler report melte 
presentation
 conduct a meeting 








HELP  WANTE e 
LOOKING




 Exp w/low 
income 
Minority  students  plat 




 Student Anima.. 
Action 
Office VVIC 116 CO 277 3664
 

















 ado programs to ages 7 
16 
AN 
levels of ere needed Taw 
lung 




hi Computer Eyead 743 
Franklin St Santa
 Clam 915050, 
Am, Ms Dallas Include coot 
puler Mier,d  men in 
instruction  
cnvolvenient






STICKMAN  TURKUS Ito 
is a 
small aggressive end very 
Commerctal.Ind. ttttt al 
Real
 Ester, 
hrm tootling for 1 





lease  office and industroil 
buildings throughout the Bay Area 
We wel he on 
campus  for in 
tossesws  all clay 
Tuesday Nov 2 
Complete
 trainsne program 





 MONEY European 
Tour Co 
needs campus
 reps non,  ad 
Sass phone






















hr Near campus Call 
Bali  
al 259 6352 
CREPE MAKING 
15 FOOD 
PREPARATION 11 30 1 30 p 
53 50 54 00 per 
to 998 2883 
9 11 Will train 71 






time  flexible 
hours  tnolodine 









reception..  San 











mail  distrohulton 
etc  Most 
have
 good phone 




 onto ttttt d 
pledse 
send  us a 
letter
 e, to hinny
 
availahle




typing Molls address 
phone  
her hours 
avertable  for 
re   















 ho %satire set 
woes nem, to 
puh Apply now 
Phone 277 2971 
EARN UP TO 
$9000, more each year 
beginning
 






lot placmg posters on 
campus 
Bonus hissed on 
results
 Proes 
awarded as wall 
800 526 0883 
PERSONALS 
OSE WEIGHT NOW, The 
mayor uf 






 pin month 











 J To S L 0 
end 
Sense Barbara Leaving 10,29 
Call Gary 14081377 2246 
TNT PERFECT 
DOZEN Out KD 
pledges 







 We're thinking about 
wni
 Your S 
S S 
H G You





you  been to UCLA. Well I 
say you'. been lookIW for lova so 
HI the wrong maces, Do you 
1.1  
the chemistry too, 
CASH FOR
 YOUR BOOKS AND 
RECORDS, Recycle Books and 
Records 138 East Santa Clam 
between 3rd and 419 Sr. Open 7 
days 10 a m to 9 p m We 
buy 
001.1 used books and
 records 
Please cell for 




domesr,l fully guenenteed 1000. 
tom 
r hitches heekas. 
engine
 
elertnr al tune ups 
Vary 
reasonable  CaN 868 
0753  
RESUMES PROF
 RESUMES at low 
cost Send 
55 00 for 
26 page
 do it 
yourself 
manual  Guaranteed 
pnstel 
express
 2713 Unton 
Ave  
No 




 el reason..e  
rates 




El FC T ROL









 7486 335 S Baywood 
Ave 
See
 Jose CA 
DENT
 AL VISION PLAN lot students
 









AS office or Phone 371 6811 
BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving wantne 
tweeting or 
using chemical 




 unwanted hair (chin 
token tummy mointache err 1 15 







before  Nov 
30 1981 
and  get your first sops el '4 price 







A E Hatt Tod. Gone 





 much do you know 
aboul  booth control, Have you ever
 
heard of  Cervical Cap,
 Avellehle 
at
 3 hay Area clinics 
For on 





sr ry ores Oakland Fenton., 
Witmer,  Health 
C4.'1.1,1151  
.144 5676 Everywoman s C111111 
Pleasent MI14151825 7900 
TYPING
 



























masters  Orestes senior





Jen   274 1975 
TYPING  THAT $ 
TOPS TRUST 
TONY 
IBM Selertric  
II Av..% 
seven 























 by Stanford 
Univers'',  
sell in 
my S. Joss home 
very 














1 epe 10151 and styles Gen Er, 
to 
Grarloales  L.aled nt 
Good Sam 
Hospital Cambrian/6





any kind I work 







1.1.11:runkr 287 4355 alter 
2 port 















IBM Saler II 




 service Near 
SJSU 275 9285 
I YPING
 Willow Glen area 
Student and 







OPING Act mar n 
neatness  
and 
deadlines goaranleed Experienced 
I,,
 theses reports disserlatoOns 
Apptoyed by SJSU Graduate 
Studs.', Office IBM Set II South 
%., Jriseakissom Valley area 
Call 
Jon. at 227 
9625  between 
9.1,11




 Reasonable rates overtones 
weekends too, Lucy
 285 3325 
TYPING DONE IN 
my















theses eft Selects. accurate 
editing salt   no guaranteed 
11. hest Ito lewd 




 P.m 247 2681 




San% Clora near San Thomas Egt 
and M   
TYPING
 WORD PROCESSING 
sersoces  
Tann papers theses resumes 
tech methods by exper editor All 
work guaranteed 14081 370 
7887
 
f VA $ PROF 
TYPING SERVICE 




jolt ton smell 
Drs, 
,,,,or
 pickup and dekvery on 
/an,  0.1t, Etrigular 
low reles 263 
8428 
HAYMONO
 AND TYSON 
SIF CRE I ARIAL 
SERVICE
 Fast 
all tome prof typing IBM 
Soler tor 111 Call 
Sharon  14081 









WILLOW GI EN Professional typing aOlt 
editing service Specs/flue in tern, 
papers ,,,,,, remora% 8 rs en 8 p in 
Call Mew% 266 9448 
TYPING $1 25page Idouble
 spaced] 
1 type 90 wpm have 10 years 
expersence and use 
an 18M 









most  cases Satisfaclion 
guaranteed 
378  3889 
I YPING Thesis Senn papers etc 
IMPf141111.1 and fast Reasonable 
rates
 Phone 289.8874  
III I IT DONE otihl" Call Jan" Typing 
WM./ Processing 
1100 9,.., ;oh and 
II. rig. poi Expos wit. 
thesis. 
des  semi papers as well as legal 
and
 5101 typing 
Ref,  Ms etc 
  by wind processor Fast 












rates Call Lots at 
2E11 41124 









 to campus AN 
l,,,,,, 
Forte $1 50 per double 
spa. ed 
poen Phone 923 3901 
Pr 
Hi
 11 PAPER  
TYPING Servo.. 
Await
 winning 'yowl for 
speed  
err Lime y Regstered
 shouts 
1,11111
 110 SJSU 
Gradual.  
School  
Work pa/101111Pd 1,n IBM Select., 
II specs/doing In lenn papers 
ros ,,,,, es letters etc I look lea 
ward to 
windong w/you the, 
...uneaten 
10 Mtn Irmo 
53811 
Mo. 251 0,947 













  Idoila 
it 
264 4504 
SUNNYVALE,VALLCO Marcie  
1 veiny IBM Sete, Inc 111 promor 
neat al 1 Oral. 80.1514.0.4.10 rate. 
139 0715 
JOVE 5 WORD PROCESSING IBM 
01,5 sliirog 111.1, availahle 
Iron, papers 
theses
 reports from 
























WORD PROCESSING  
fast 
a, mete 

















 VO4. dim', type,  
Don
 s 
woo y Calf Mrs Ryan 
for  





rate 252 6663 
I YPI46 1.ii, 1/.11111, 11140106, leliels 












owe. ha. toll Vegan.. al 227 
1035 
BF 




































OF HOUSING an two 
1111111111111. fold lire 








strider, or share one 
of 
tan ,,,,, ously Sour 2 14 2 ho 
Not' Almost 1000 
onvenwrith close hi 
SJSU 





 f fee 1411 ,,,,,
 
padong 140 I 1,11 11111 apt Af K 
Mien  












$2110 plus %need 1 had 1 an. 
and 11111111, 
Stir  268 7293 
9,11/0105 40145 3rd 
Sr










 nit Bldg, 244 
3100 




After 6 p in 295 6498 
ROOM 1011 RENT t111 seri tttt s 
student  
lentil la  by and inane. Cal 




 0101:9101.  Sen. e 
Cons.  . .11 Con F tttttt titre 
Reno,
 01,1 t.o. 
F   
Clog.... Centro. 4995 Steven   
Ctn. Blvd Srerla Clem   
BS irk  














 202 S 
TIll, Moths'r Ols,eIs loo 
122
 N 
1511, P 0.1 ...Ili, luirlan. I 
V   
;onion 1.1.1,or tamlyx441 put   
114004.5111/plil9 50Iy
 tpeol guy, 
gols




$60 per work 
Single 585 per 
week 






























100  deposit  
Call  Sue 




NEAR CAMPUS sacks rasp 










 Oil F. 
tern
 11111e 1 e. 
1111 
2 roars 222 N 
3rd 1 I 
11 or 
786555$ 




 won, .inental female I am a 
1111111FM .11 WVC .1111 
5101/9,0
 





 pay 872S 
5250 
01185 2 BORM API Whisk 
tiny
 

























Ws ea am iiiy 
Each
 
One Two Three F   Five 
Etra 




53 80 $4 15 8435 54 50 80 
41,,,.. 
$3 90 
5450 54 84 
6500,




















f .11h arliblintial hoe 01111 S 70 
Saillaillet Rates I All 
1.5,0,1  
b linen 540 
00 
 10 lines 555 00  






















PAN YerU Nem: 
ICorant epprossmately  30Ie ttttt and shwas Ins aof h I 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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11111111111111111111111 11 





City   
Inclonedis 
6   
For 
Dart.  ._..._   
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER 
OR 
CASH  TO: 
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose 
State University 
San Jose. California 95192 




























youngsters were treated 
to a 
"Pumpkin Patch Party"
 Wednesday, courtesy of 
a SJSU
 recreation class. Students in the
 
Recreation 91 class plan events as part of the
 
course requirement. The 
"Pumpkin  Patch Party" 
was held in the San 
Jose  Day Nursery, at 33 N. 
Eighth St., and attracted 
about  100 children. At 
left, Ricky Jackson, one 
of the five SJSU 
students in the
 class who helped plan and run 
the 
event, gives a helping hand to Julia 
"Sugarbear" Garcia. 
Above,
 Bernadette Celia 
goes after an elusive 
apple  in one of the ac 
tivities offered at the 
event,
 while another 
youngster,
 John Tecumsek, look 





 children 3 to 7, with 
some of 





























caused a stir 
of excitement
 
during  his 



































'Fame' field  trip 
Swope 
has  made 
arrangements





 professor at 
SJSU. and 
10 of her dance 
students
 to spend 
one day 
on the 
set of "Fame" at 
the 
NBC 










plays Lydia, the in-




for the 10 
spots were held from 9:30 
to 11 a.m. 
Wednesday  in the 




Recreation Building. rm. 
262. All 36 students who 
signed up on the 
sheet  
posted by 
the dance studio 
door were allowed to try 
out. 
The only requirement 
was that 
students be able to 
pay their own round-trip 




cording to MacDonald, 




was  held 
in the form of a master's 
class taught by Charles 
McGowan, a 
local  
professional jazz dancer, 
who danced in 
"Annie" and 
"Grease II." 
"He taught L.A. jazz 
style," MacDonald said. 
"which I'm glad,  because 
it 
gave the students an op-






























































rt1/81 DonwoosPqra us; 
Get 
$1.00  off the price


























the  10 win-
ners have not been an-
nounced. MacDonald said 
she is withholding the 
names over 
the weekend 
and will post 
them Monday 
because.
 . . 
'Fame' 
amities  
Otis Sallid, assistant 
choreographer to Debbie 
Allen, will be on 
campus  
Saturday. SJSU is the 
northern 
point  chosen for a 
California talent search for 
the television
 program. 
An "open call" 
audition will be conducted 




Dancers must be at 






showed up for 
the "Fame" 
audition in 
Los Angeles last 
Monday. 
"I 






 she said. 
"People 
are.  going crazy.
 My phone 














morning  I 
got
















































students  in the 
class  
who planned





Waddell,  Jim Hamm





















































 studio will 
be barred Saturday
 to 
anyone planning to watch 
the auditions. There 
are no 




studio.  The mirrored 
walls  preclude 
standing 
space for




all floor space 
will be 
needed 
for  the 
dancers 
 BERKELEY  HAYWARD  

















 for the price 



















































 not valid in 
combination  with othet 
diBcount ants 
. 





Photos by irst 1AI Arum
 
Amesbury.
 They also 
received  help










Nursery  opened 
in 1916 on 
Second Street,
 Andersen said, 
and moved to its
 
current "house" 
on Eighth Street 
in
 the 1930's. 
YOUR








Your  BSN means you're
 a professional. In the 
Army, it also 
means you're an 
officer. You start as a 
full-fledged
 member of our 
medical team. Write: Army 
Nurse  Opportunities, 
P.O. 







 CAN BE. 
ZEISS,
























 the condensed 
statement  of financial 
condition  of The 
Student
 Union of San 
Jose State 
University,





was made in accordance yid, 
generally  accepted auditing  
standards  and, 
accordingly,  included 
such
 tests of the 
accounting
 records and 
much ether 
auditing
 procedures as 
we
 considered if...eau
 in the circuostance,.
 
In our 
opinion,  the condensed
 statement pregents




 Student Union 
of San Jose State











basis  consistent 
with that of 





 to the change,
 with which 
we concur, in 




accrual  as 
described
























Statement  of 
Financial 
Condition  









Total current assets 
Liabilities












 and fund balance 
The 
acerkvaflying 
notes  are an 



















 A: Significant 
Accounting Policies
  
The  significant 
accounting
 policies folloued
 by the Stu lent 
Union  
are described below 
to enhance the usefulness
 of the condensed 






The condensed statement of 
the  Student Man ha. been 
prepared on the 
accrual basis. 
2. Fund Accounting 
In order to ensure observance
 of limitation. and 
restric-
tions placed on the use
 of the resources available  
to 
the 
Student Union, the 
accounts  of the Student 
Union  are 
maintained 
in accordance with
 the principles 
of
 .fund 
accounting.. This is 
the procedure by which 
resources  





purposes  into funds 
Chet are in 
accordance  with 






fee each fund, 
houever,  in the 
accompinylnq  
statement,  all funds 











receivables  is neeessaty
 as all 
receivables




 was to account for 
the  costs of employees' 
vacation
 pay benefits 
as they were paid




has not had  material
 effect on not 
income

















 rater December  




coets be accrued as earned. 










 earned het unpaid
 
vacrtion  

































made  for 
Federal
 income
 or Stale 
(mach's* 
taxes








Code atid 7110:. , 
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